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Background

Chest pain due to suspected acute coronary syndrome (ACS) is responsible for a large and increasing number of hospital attendances and admissions. Current standard practice involves using troponin I (TnI) or troponin T (TnT) to diagnose myocardial infarction (MI), measured on admission and at least 10 hours after symptom onset to allow for the limited early sensitivity of troponin. The development of high-sensitivity troponin assays and alternative biomarkers has raised the possibility of early diagnosis of MI with reduced hospital length of stay and health-care costs, but with potentially higher rates of initial misdiagnosis. Determining the optimal strategy for MI diagnosis involves weighing the costs and benefits of accurate diagnosis.

Once MI has been ruled out, the risk of future adverse events can be estimated using biomarkers of ischaemia or inflammation, exercise electrocardiography (ECG) or computed tomographic coronary angiography (CTCA), with antithrombotic treatment or coronary intervention being used to reduce the risk of adverse outcome in those with positive tests. Determining the optimal strategy involves weighing the benefits of reducing adverse events against costs of additional investigation and treatment.

Objectives

We undertook systematic reviews and meta-analysis to estimate:

1. the diagnostic accuracy of early biomarkers (including troponin) for MI
2. the prognostic accuracy of biomarkers for predicting major adverse cardiac adverse events (MACEs) in troponin-negative patients
3. the diagnostic accuracy of CTCA and exercise ECG for coronary artery disease (CAD) in patients with suspected ACS
4. the prognostic accuracy of CTCA and exercise ECG for predicting MACE in patients with suspected ACS.

We then developed an economic model to:

1. estimate the cost-effectiveness [measured as the cost per quality-adjusted life-year (QALY) gained by each strategy] of using early biomarker strategies to diagnose MI
2. estimate the cost-effectiveness of using biomarkers, CTCA and exercise ECG to risk-stratify patients with troponin-negative suspected ACS
3. identify the optimal strategies for diagnosing MI and investigating troponin-negative patients in the NHS, defined as the most cost-effective strategy at the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence threshold for willingness to pay per QALY gained
4. identify the critical areas of uncertainty in the management of suspected ACS, where future primary research would produce the most benefit.

Methods

The systematic reviews and meta-analysis were undertaken in accordance with the guidelines published by the Centre for Reviews and Dissemination for undertaking systematic reviews and the Cochrane Diagnostic Test Accuracy Working Group on the meta-analysis of diagnostic tests. Separate searches were undertaken...
for (1) biomarkers and (2) CTCA or exercise ECG. We searched electronic databases up to November 2010, reviewed citation lists and contacted experts to identify diagnostic and prognostic cohort studies comparing a relevant index test (biomarker, CTCA or exercise ECG) to the appropriate reference standard [MI according the universal definition, CAD on invasive coronary angiography (ICA) or MACE] in patients presenting with suspected ACS. The quality of diagnostic studies was assessed according to the Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies (QUADAS) tool. The quality of prognostic studies was assessed using an adapted version of the framework described by Altman (Systematic reviews of evaluations of prognostic variables. *BMJ* 2001;323:224–8). Meta-analysis was conducted using Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation.

We developed a decision-analysis model to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of using (1) early biomarker strategies to diagnose MI before a 10-hour troponin test and (2) biomarkers, CTCA or exercise tolerance test to risk-stratify patients with a negative troponin. The model applied diagnostic strategies to a hypothetical cohort of patients with suspected ACS to determine the costs and outcomes associated with each strategy. The model involved two phases:

1. In the *diagnostic phase*, early biomarker strategies (involving troponin alone or in combination with sensitive early biomarkers) were compared with the most effective and expensive strategy of 10-hour troponin testing and the least effective and cheapest strategy of no testing or treatment.
2. In the *prognostic phase*, biomarkers and other investigations (CTCA and exercise ECG) were compared with a no-testing strategy and an ICA for all strategy in patients with negative troponin. The potential benefit of additional biomarkers, CTCA or exercise ECG was assumed to relate to identifying which patients have a higher risk of MACEs, which could be reduced by investigation and intervention.

We tested the diagnostic model in three different scenarios, depending on the availability of doctors to act on 10-hour troponin results, and two different populations, depending on whether the patient had known CAD or not. Estimates of diagnostic and prognostic accuracy were derived from the literature review. Our estimate of the benefit of detecting and treating MI, or of predicting adverse events, was derived from a recent observational study. Cost and utility estimates were derived from previous studies and routine data sources. The economic model was developed using SIMUL8 software (SIMUL8 Corporation, Boston, MA, USA), taking a health-service perspective and a lifetime horizon with mean life expectancy based on UK interim life tables. Deterministic and probabilistic analyses were undertaken.

**Results**

The biomarker review identified 2865 citations, from which we selected 40 diagnostic and 44 prognostic studies that met our inclusion criteria and had data that could be extracted. Studies of presentation TnI (*n* = 21) and TnT (*n* = 11) evaluated a variety of different assays using different thresholds for positivity. Studies with similar assays and thresholds were grouped together for meta-analysis. The summary estimates of sensitivity and specificity of TnI for MI were 77% (95% predictive interval 29–96%) and 93% (95% predictive interval 46–100%), respectively, when the 99th percentile was used and 82% (95% predictive interval 40–97%) and 93% (95% predictive interval 74–98%) when the 10% coefficient of variation (CV) was used. The corresponding results for TnT were 80% (95% predictive interval 33–97%) and 91% (95% predictive interval 53–99%) when the 99th percentile was used and 74% (95% predictive interval 34–94%) and 96% (95% predictive interval 76–99%) when the 10% CV was used. Meta-analysis was also undertaken for three high-sensitivity assays using the 99th percentile threshold. The sensitivity and specificity were 96% (95% predictive interval 27–100%) and 72% (95% predictive interval 3–96%), respectively, for the Roche high-sensitivity TnT assay (Roche Diagnostics, Basel, Switzerland), 86% (95% predictive interval 22–96%) and 89% (95% predictive interval 40–97%), respectively, for the ADVIA Centaur Ultra troponin I assay (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany), and 83% (95% predictive interval 58–95%) and 95% (95% predictive interval 67–100%) for the Abbott Architect troponin I assay (Abbott Laboratories, IL, USA).
We selected 17 studies of heart-type fatty acid-binding protein (H-FABP) and analysed quantitative \((n = 8)\) and qualitative \((n = 9)\) assays separately. The summary estimates of sensitivity and specificity for MI were 81\% (95\% predictive interval 50–95\%) and 80\% (26–98\%), respectively, for the quantitative assays and 68\% (11–97\%) and 92\% (20–100\%), respectively, for the qualitative assays. Meta-analysis of four studies of ischaemia-modified albumin yielded summary estimates of 77\% (19–98\%) for sensitivity and 39\% (2–95\%) for specificity. Meta-analysis of 17 studies of myoglobin yielded summary estimates of 62\% (35–83\%) for sensitivity and 83\% (35–98\%) for specificity. We also identified 10 studies of nine other biomarkers with insufficient numbers of studies for meaningful meta-analysis. Another nine studies reported combinations of biomarkers with troponin compared with troponin alone, showing that combining these biomarkers with troponin increases sensitivity for MI at the expense of specificity.

The 44 prognostic biomarker studies reported associations between a number of different biomarkers and risk of MACEs. Some 26 studies undertook multivariate analysis, showing that B-type natriuretic peptide, N-terminal-pro-BNP, myeloperoxidase and H-FABP can provide additional prognostic value beyond troponin, whereas 11 studies analysed troponin-negative patients separately to show that C-reactive protein, pregnancy-associated plasma protein-A and H-FABP can predict MACEs in these patients.

The CTCA and exercise ECG review identified 2342 citations, from which we selected 15 CTCA papers (eight diagnostic and seven prognostic) and 13 exercise ECG papers (all prognostic) that fulfilled our inclusion criteria. The diagnostic studies of CTCA were relatively small \((n = 31–113)\) and mostly used 50\% stenosis to define obstructive CAD in both the index and reference standard test. Summary estimates of sensitivity and specificity were 94\% (95\% predictive interval 61–99\%) and 87\% (95\% predictive interval 16–100\%), respectively. The prognostic studies of CTCA were generally larger \((n = 30–588)\) than the diagnostic studies, but MACE rates were generally low. Definitions of MACEs varied and some studies did not report outcomes for those with positive CTCA. Meta-analysis of the five studies with analysable data showed a relative risk (RR) for MACEs of 3.1 (95\% predictive interval 0.3–18.7) for positive and intermediate scan compared with negative scan and 5.8 (95\% predictive interval 0.6–24.5\%) for positive compared with intermediate or negative scan.

There were no diagnostic studies of exercise ECG. The prognostic studies ranged from \(n = 28\) to \(n = 1000\) with varying definitions of MACEs. Meta-analysis showed a RR for MACEs of 8.4 (95\% predictive interval 3.1–17.3) for positive and inconclusive tests compared with negative test and 8.0 (95\% predictive interval 2.3–22.7) for positive test compared with inconclusive or negative test.

In the economic analysis the main diagnostic model showed that the optimal strategy in all but one scenario was measurement of high-sensitivity troponin at presentation, with a 10-hour troponin test if positive and discharge home if negative. This strategy was the most effective strategy, with an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) of less than the £20,000–30,000/QALY threshold (ICER £7487–17,191/QALY). The exception was the scenario involving patients without known CAD and doctor available on demand to discharge the patient, using the £30,000/QALY threshold, where a strategy of measuring a 10-hour troponin level in all patients was more effective and had an ICER of £27,546/QALY. Sensitivity analysis suggested that if presentation high-sensitivity troponin had lower sensitivity than the baseline estimate (86\% as opposed to 96\%) then the 10-hour troponin strategy would be the most cost-effective in half the scenarios using the £30,000/QALY threshold and in one scenario using the £20,000/QALY threshold. Sensitivity analysis also suggested that, if included, a strategy of measuring high-sensitivity troponin at presentation and 3 hours later would be optimal and the 10-hour strategy would then have an ICER of > £100,000/QALY in all scenarios.

A secondary analysis using data from individual studies comparing the combination of troponin and another biomarker to troponin alone showed that the addition of H-FABP, copeptin or myoglobin appeared to be cost-effective, with ICERs of < £20,000–30,000/QALY, whereas the addition of ischaemia-modified albumin to troponin was not cost-effective. However, the troponin assays used for comparison...
in this analysis were not all high-sensitivity assays and had generally lower sensitivity than troponin in the main analysis.

The main prognostic model showed that CTCA appeared to be the most cost-effective strategy, with an ICER of £11,041/QALY. ICA for all was more effective but with an ICER of £219,532. Probabilistic analysis showed that CTCA was most likely to be cost-effective at the £20,000–30,000/QALY threshold. However, these findings were dependent on the estimated rate of MACEs. When an alternative data source with a lower MACE rate was used the no-testing strategy was optimal, CTCA had a high ICER (£262,061/QALY) and ICA was dominated, with higher costs and worse outcomes than no testing. A threshold analysis revealed that CTCA was likely to be cost-effective if the combined risk of death and non-fatal MI within the time period assumed to be influenced by initial diagnostic testing exceeded 2% (£30,000/QALY threshold) or 2.9% (£20,000/QALY threshold).

Conclusions

Main findings

The sensitivity of troponin at presentation is around 70–80% depending on the assay used. High-sensitivity assays have a sensitivity at presentation of around 80–95%, but with some apparent loss of specificity. Studies are subject to much heterogeneity and estimates are consequently surrounded by substantial uncertainty. Compared with the ‘gold standard’ of a 10-hour troponin test, even a high-sensitivity presentation troponin test will miss a significant minority of patients with MI. However, economic analysis suggests that the additional costs that are likely to be incurred by measuring a 10-hour troponin level, compared with a presentation high-sensitivity troponin level, are unlikely to represent a cost-effective use of NHS resources in most of the scenarios tested.

There is some evidence from individual studies that H-FABP, copeptin and myoglobin may be used alongside troponin to increase early sensitivity in a cost-effective manner. However, these findings need to be confirmed in further studies comparing biomarker combinations to high-sensitivity troponin assays.

The limited diagnostic evidence available for CTCA suggests that diagnostic accuracy for CAD in patients with suspected ACS is similar to that previously estimated for patients with stable symptoms. There are no diagnostic studies to estimate the accuracy of exercise ECG for CAD in patients with suspected ACS. Prognostic studies of both CTCA and exercise ECG are limited by low MACE rates and the use of process outcomes in unblinded studies, but provide weak evidence that either investigation can be used to predict MACEs in patients with suspected ACS.

Economic evaluation of using biomarkers, exercise ECG, CTCA or ICA in troponin-negative patients with suspected ACS suggests that CTCA may be the most cost-effective strategy, but that cost-effectiveness (and essentially the effectiveness) of CTCA is dependent on the expected risk of a MACE. If the combined risk of death and MI is < 2% then CTCA is unlikely to be cost-effective. Furthermore, weaknesses in the source data used in the model substantially limit the reliability of conclusions.

Implications for practice

Hospital admission for 10-hour troponin testing is unlikely to be cost-effective compared with high-sensitivity troponin at presentation unless rapid decision-making and discharge is possible. Removing the recommendation for 10-hour troponin testing from guidance could reduce the need for hospital admission among patients awaiting delayed troponin testing. However, the use of high-sensitivity troponin testing has the potential to increase the incidence of MI diagnosis and thus demand for cardiology services. There is currently insufficient evidence to support routine use of alternative biomarkers alongside troponin or routine investigation with exercise ECG or CTCA in troponin-negative patients.
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Research recommendations

Evaluation of:

i. the diagnostic accuracy of troponin and alternative biomarkers at presentation, 3 hours and 10 hours, and of the prognostic accuracy of CTCA in a large multicentre cohort study of patients presenting with suspected ACS

ii. the effect of using high-sensitivity troponin in the diagnostic assessment of suspected ACS, compared with standard troponin, on event rates and health-care costs in a clinical trial and economic evaluation

iii. the effect of early CTCA for all patients with troponin-negative ACS compared with current standard practice, on event rates and health-care costs in a clinical trial and economic evaluation.
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